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Situation awareness refers to collect, process, and extract a variety of factors which

can affect network situation awareness in the network environments, then build index

system, establish evaluation model to assess the current network security situation

awareness index and predict the future trend from the macro.
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Based on studying the predecessors' research works, the article regard the security

events and network node resource information as the source of extracting index and

construct a tree index system, combining with this system, it proposes a hierarchical

network security situation assessment model, used fuzzy analytic hierarchy process

(FAHP) to solve the problem of weight calculation among the model, designed Index

calculation method for calculating network security situation index. Finally, it gives

the design and implementation of a network security situation analysis prototype

system.

Keywords: Situation awareness, Network security situation, Hierarchical network

security situation assessment model
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This introductory chapter provides an overview of the research. The first two parts are

the background of the study and statement of the problem that show the explanation

of the research and the reasons for doing this study. The third part is the objectives

which include the main objective and the specific objectives. It follows by the

highlight of the significance of the research. The assumption is briefly presented after

the introduction of the significance. The last two parts are the limitations and the

definitions of terms, respectively.

1.1 Background of the study

With the rapid development of Internet technology, more and more network services

arises increasingly, Internet plays an important role in social development so that it is

necessary to maintain the safe operation of the network, in order to deal with this

problem, a variety of safety equipment have been introduced, such as firewalls,

vulnerability scanning, etc. Initially, these safety equipment can solve the specific

issues, but with more types of devices, resulting in more reported incidents, which not

only increases the workload of the security administrator, but makes it difficult to

control network security situation overall so as to make decisions on time to maintain

network security to because lack of interaction between different safety devices.

Therefore, network security situation awareness has become increasingly popular

perception of the current research.

Situation awareness refers to collect, process, and extract a variety of factors which

can affect network situation awareness in the network environments, then build index

system, establish evaluation model to assess the current network security situation

awareness index and predict the future trend from the macro.
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Based on studying the predecessors' research works, the article regard the security

events and network node resource information as the source of extracting index and

construct a tree index system, combining with this system, it proposes a hierarchical

network security situation assessment model, used fuzzy analytic hierarchy process

(FAHP) to solve the problem of weight calculation among the model, designed Index

calculation method for calculating network security situation index. Finally, it gives

the design and implementation of a network security situation analysis prototype

system.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Different devices put into use in order to settle the specific safety issues in the Internet,

at beginning, it performed well, however, with the increasing complexity of network

structure, more security devices are needed , which lead to two new problems during

the maintenance of network security:

1. Many of devices only can resolve the certain problem in one aspect, there is little

interaction between different device, which result in safety isolated island and can not

reflect the overall situation to help the Internet administrator to make a timely and

effective decision during the maintenance of Internet security.

2. Many devices report the information to security administrator so rapidly that the

administrator gets large amounts of data, with different event format and so much

misdescription and re-description, all of these will bring a huge pressure to Internet

management system.

In order to deal with these two problems, this article proposes the topic of technology

research based on indicators extracted network security situation awareness, the aim is

to conduct a systematical analysis for the heterogeneous data and its overall

performance information reported by security devices, extracting index, building
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index system, creating assessment model to calculate Internet security index to make

sure that Internet administrator can understand the situation from the macro and

provide basis for making a decision timely and effectively to guarantee the safe

operation of Internet.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

1. Collecting, processing, extracting more factors within a wider range of Internet

that have an impact on network security situation, constructing a comprehensive

indicator system with more safety information more comprehensive index system

with more security information so that embodies situation awareness can reflect

network security situation from the overall perspective.

2. Conduct a in-depth research for situation assessment model and algorithm to make

sure that mathematical theory analysis are included , so that the results of the

assessment are more convictive and scientific.

3. Conduct a research on situation forecasting and visualization techniques. Predict

the future trend of the situation through a predictive model based on the calculated

result of situation assessment to facilitate the future security threats warning for

security administrator, and complete the whole process of situation awareness. At the

same time, the results of the various stages of situation awareness can be presented to

security administrator friendly to make them understand the information of situation

efficiently and make decision timely.

1.4 Significance of the Study

In this paper, we present a research topic of network security situation awareness

technology based on index extraction. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the

heterogeneous data and its performance information get Security situation index, so

that network managers can understand the situation from the macro-network security
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and network security to ensure timely operation of decision-making basis.

In order to provide the basis for the network security administrator to make decisions

in time to ensure the safe operation of the network, this paper focuses on the problems

encountered in network security research, such as the isolation of security devices, the

escalation of security information, the isomerize, With theoretical research and

practical application of the dual value.

1.5 Organizational structure of the paper

The content of the thesis is divided into six chapters. The main points of each chapter

are discussed as follows:

Chapter One:The research background and significance of this paper are introduced,

the results of research on situational awareness at home and abroad are analyzed, and

the content of the research in the future is clarified. Finally, the basic content and

innovation of the thesis are discussed and chapter arrangement.

Chapter Two:At the beginning of this chapter, discuss the process of proposing

situational awareness and describe the descriptive concept of situational awareness.

And then through the study of three classic framework models of foreign situational

awareness,understand the characteristics of each framework. Then, the paper

discusses and compares the research results of the previous researches on incident

correlation analysis, index extraction and index system construction, and situation

assessment method in network security situational awareness.

Chapter Three:Mainly on index extraction and construction of the situation index

system has been studied. First of all, through the study and research of relevant

literatures domestic and overseas, the whole process of situational awareness is given,

and the position and importance of the index system and situation assessment in

network security situational awareness are clarified; the methods of constructing
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index system are compared with previous research workers Finally, combining the

structure of the network system and the data source of the safety assessment, the

situation evaluation of the paper is established on the operational status, the fragile

dimension, the risk dimension and the threat dimension of the network, and then,

Index system.

Chapter Four:Mainly discusses the establishment process of the network security

situation assessment model based on fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Based

on the results of the previous chapter, builds up the situation assessment model based

on the network architecture and relevant theories of fuzzy analytic hierarchy process.

Fuzzy mathematics and fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) are combined to solve

the problems of weight calculation, index quantification and situation calculation.

Chapter Five:The NSSAS prototype system is designed and implemented. The overall

structure and work flow of the NSSAS system are given. The evaluation model and

the evaluation model are designed. The situation evaluation of the prototype system is

given, and the evaluation result is reasonable of the experimental verification.

Chapter Six:Summary and Prospect. Summarizes the research work done in this paper,

discusses the achievements of this research work, and points out the areas to be

improved and the direction of future research.
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